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Introduction
A global crisis started in the 20th century is a new stage of
the relationship between human and nature. È. Kalenda (2000)
suggests that ecologically negative appearances caused by
anthropogenetic activity are systematic, regular and resulted
from human origin and his/her relation with a real world
(Kalenda, 2000). A man expresses a personal relationship with
natural environment evaluating its components and
acknowledging the wholeness of the ecologic values that can
have influence on the educational process. In 2002, the world
community agreed on putting collective efforts to consolidate
general willingness in order to promote humankind
development and to ensure global prosperity and peace
(Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development, 2002).
This year, the United Nations announced that the following
ten year period would be an education decade aimed at
sustainable development. The objective of sustainable
development is to guarantee a desirable quality of personal
life, to strive for public welfare and safety wisely coordinating
the needs of economy, public development and environment
protection. The programme offers that the basic points are
disclosing interrelationship and interdependence among the
events and cherishing cultural and natural variety. The process
of strategy implementation focuses on the role of a teacher
and his/her competence (Laurinèiukienë, 2005). The authors of
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the article concentrate on the aspects of animate nature protection, natural variety and
consumerism habits. To solve these problems and to successfully implement the programme of
sustainable development, the attitudes of the young generation such as fostering respect for
human life, animate nature and life in general have to be adopted. Research carried out in
Lithuania (110 teachers took part in the survey) indicates that the major reasons for aggressive
behaviour with nature are as follows (Lamanauskas, Lukoðiûtë, Savickaitë, 2004):
• unacceptable behaviour of adults and other children (32.3%);
• violence through the mass media (28.8%);
• inappropriate upbringing in the family (20.9%);
• personal characteristics (12.0%).
Recently, the experts in the field of science education emphasize that the moral issues (Sjøberg,
2004), strengthening the intellectual and moral components of science education (Fensham, 2004),
primary focus on the diagnostics of the interaction (interrelationship) with nature and correction
in a broad sense (Lamanauskas, 2003) are very important areas of science education. Although
the studies of brutality and aggression in terms of animals are rather weighty, it is not enough to
study only individual cases (Dadds, Whiting, Bunn, Fraser, Charlson, Pirola-Merlo, 2004). Our basic
concept formulates that the interaction with nature can be changed into the educational means
immediately providing the children adequate support in the educational process.
I.Stonkuvienë (2004) has researched the interrelationship between individual and nature.
The author states that in the first half of the 20th century, on the basis of morality standards,
customary attitudes of a community, national experience and the folklore transferred from
generation to generation, the educators (parents, grandparents, neighbours) fostered a close
and harmonious relationship with nature. An emotional-value-based-cognitive component which
is nature perception is an exceptional one. The interaction between natural and public components
can produce unwanted ecological changes and different crises at all levels (Mešeèko, 2002). A.
Gaigalas (2001) notices that people loose their interrelation with nature because computers and
robots separate natural environment from society. They can hardly understand nature and have
no sense of behaviour. The computer-based technologies work through the school community
gradually increasing impact on the young generation educational process. The youth of today can
hardly recognize the plants and animals of the closest environment (Vilkonis, 1998) and starts
feeling the antipathy to those they have already known (Lamanauskas, Vilkonis, Savickaitë, 2005a).
The authors of the article assume that the presented information dealing with the prevailing
Lithuanian teenagers’ peculiarities of the interaction with nature, the predominating value-base
attitudes towards natural environment, experience of the interaction with nature and the
evaluations of gained experience should create conditions for the teacher to more purposefully
model the educational process, to link life and education content (stressed in the didactic provisions
for sustainable education development), to predict the process of the future discussions, to make
preparations appropriately reacting and to apply personal experience in the process of fostering
value-based attitudes. Thus far, no accurate information discussing these questions has been
found in Lithuania. However, quite a lot have been done in the fields of philosophy and ethnology.
This research reveals the latest peculiarities of the Lithuanian teenagers’ interaction with
natural environment, experience of their interaction (negative in particular) with nature, evaluations
of practice and the learners’ attitudes towards animate nature protection. Having known the
different age groups children’s attitudes towards life protection, the educational process based
on the attitude towards respect for nature can be more effectively modelled. The process of
fostering harmonious relations with nature could embrace the whole system of education including
objectives, content, techniques, means etc. The main emphasis is put on the emotional-valuebased-ethical component of education rather than conveying knowledge about nature. The
relation between education and nature always remains twofold – human education is under the
influence of nature while the latter depends on different human aspects. In terms of nature,
three central positions can be distinguished: submission (human is weaker, entirely depends on
nature, and therefore submits to natural forces), domination (human being is a lord ruling over
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nature etc.) and harmony (human is an integral part of the elements of natural environment and
is involved in the surroundings). Throughout different historical-cultural periods, these three
positions (types of the interaction with nature) and their wide variations have been individually
expressed.
The object of research is a quantitative and qualitative expression of the attitudes towards
life protection of the comprehensive school learners’ (forms 5 to 12). The goal of research is to
disclose the peculiarities of valency and semantic structure in terms of the schoolchildren’s attitudes
towards life protection and to assess the general and specific semantic tendencies of the attitudes
according to the diversity of natural subjects.
The outline of research drew that the schoolchildren’s attitudes towards life protection would
be differentiated in terms of positivism-negativism. Moreover, it was predicted that the semantic
attitude structure would present general as well as specific convergent components agreeably to
the different natural subjects attention to which would be devoted by the respondents.
The following most important research questions have been framed:
• how clearly the schoolchildren’s attitudes towards life protection in terms of positivismnegativism have been differentiated;
• what format and tendencies are included into the semantic content of the learners’
attitudes towards life protection;
• what semantic components predominate into the learners’ attitudes towards life
protection and what factors could determine domination of one or another component;
• what format of educational impact and educational intervention could help in changing
the valency and semantics of the learners’ attitudes;

Methodology of Research
General Characteristics of Research
Integrated - quantitative/qualitative research involved analysis of the learners’ attitudes
towards life protection. The questioning technique (questionnaire) in writing form was applied.
The schoolchildren were provided the closed and opened type questions the content of which was
targeted at stereotypically negatively evaluated animals (snake, frog) or to the practically evaluated
natural subjects (fur bearing animals, rare vanishing species of plants). Using the closed-type
questions and the answers on the rank scale provided, the valency components (positivism,
neutrality and negativism) of the respondents’ attitudes towards life protection were established.
The statistical methods were employed to process the data. The opened-type questions were
used to find out the semantic content of the schoolchildren’s attitudes – the notional determinants
of attitude valency functioning in the field of individual consciousness. The content assessment of
the respondents’ answers was practiced to mark the notional units – subcategories that indirectly
were combined into the larger notional units – categories reflecting the structural components of
the attitudes. The subcategories of each category were ranked depending on the frequency of
expression.
Sample and Respondents of Research
Research was carried out in January-May, 2005. 1787 schoolchildren of Lithuanian
comprehensive secondary school from forms 5 to 12 participated in the survey (Table 1). When a
sample capacity does not exceed 1500-2000 respondents (Dobrenkov, Kravèenko, 2004) a sample
bias is less than 3%. The other sources prove that when a sample capacity is 1500 people, a sample
bias ranges from 1 to 1.5% (Gallup, 1978). Thus, to obtain reliable data, the sample capacity of this
research can accepted as fully sufficient.
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Characteristics of the respondents (*N=1787).
Social demographic features
Sex

Age

Location

N/%

Girls

937/52.4

Boys

765/42.8

Younger teenagers (forms 5 to 8)

931/52.3

Older teenagers (forms 9 to 12)

850/47.7

City site

378/21.2

Regional centre

703/31.5

Rural area

706/39.5

* A part (85/4,8%) of the respondents did not indicate their sex

Research Instrument
The instrument of research is a questionnaire compiled from questions, behavioural situations
and statements. The nominal, dichotomy and ranking scales were applied. The majority of the
questions in the questionnaire ask for additional comments, belong to the questions of the halfclosed type and contain a three-level scale providing such versions of the answers as Yes, because…,
I’m not sure as…, No, because… . As this research is integrated one, the received data is examined
in different aspects and sections. The peculiarities of the interaction with nature in terms of
behavioural situations were previously published (Lamanauskas, Vilkonis, 2005b). This part of research
deals with the assessment of the semantic structure of the attitudes towards life protection.
Therefore, the teenagers’ attitudes towards the wild animals (snake) and wild plants (kept in the
conservation area) having no practical value as well as the dead animals holding their practical value
(fur bearing animals and frogs) in terms of life protection have been studied.
The attitude indication including their positivism and negativism is acclaimed to be an important
factor outlining how the learners evaluate the single subjects of animate nature and life in general,
reveal their intentions (indirectly) and certain likelihood of behaviour. However, in terms of the
educational effect, the cognition and assessment of various causalities is supposed to be more
consequential. In order to identify the schoolchildren’s attitudes towards the reasoned factors and
the semantics of content, the semantic categorization of their answers to the opened-type questions
was performed i.e. all the answers were grouped according to the single notional units and
subcategories; to establish the semantic structure of the attitudes towards the natural subjects, the
subcategories were generally combined and categories accentuated. At a later stage, extra research
could help with developing an appropriate model of a positive interaction with nature the key
component of which is educational support (correction) for the schoolchildren in the educational
process.
Results of Research
A qualitative statistical assessment of the data reveals that more than a half (64%) of the
surveyed respondents have expressed the positive attitudes towards life protection, 19% of the
schoolchildren’s answers reflect the neutral attitudes and even the sixth part 17% (!) of the teenagers
have no position on respect for life as they do not support the ideas of animate nature protection.
The interpretation of the results and the efforts devoted to answer the question why so many
learners do not think of life and do not intend to save it frame the additional hypothetic questions:
what kinds of socium impact are the strongest – the mass media, behaviour and attitudes of the
peers and adults, ethno/pseudo culture, traditions etc.; what impact on the schoolchildren’s attitudes
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can have the internal psychological and psychosocial problems caused by their micro environment –
suffering from violence, alienation in the family etc. It was proved that when getting older and more
matured the learners’ attitudes towards life protection became more positive. However, certain
tendencies can also be noticed as the number of the positive tendencies towards the animals having
no immediate practical value in terms of the animal life protection is increasing while the number of
the negative attitudes is decreasing. The girls rather than the boys’ attitudes towards animate
nature protection have been found more statistically favourable. The girls have an extremely negative
position on the animal extermination whereas quite a few boys (three times more than girls) could
sacrifice the life of an animal in the name of knowledge about it. A prediction that the differences
between the sexes can be influenced by the prevalent publicly stereotyped evaluation of the social
roles and various boys and girls’ suspense can be made. The examination of the relation between
the learners’ attitudes towards life protection and the location of a living place (city site, small town,
rural area) reveals that the relationship between these variables is unambiguous. Although the
general tendencies of data distribution show that the schoolchildren living in the rural area and
small towns mainly support an idea of protecting any life, a larger number of the teenagers staying
in the rural area rather than in the small towns or the city site have spoken against animal
extermination in order to produce clothing (Lamanauskas, Vilkonis, Gailienë, 2005c).
The establishment and cognition of attitude positivism and negativism is an important factor in
the context of the educational process. However, the analogies with medicine terminology suggest
that a quantitative expression of the attitudes reflects only a symptom but does not explain the
determinants of that i.e. motivation for one or another attitude and the question dealing with
causality why remain unclear. It should be emphasized that both types of the attitudes positive and
negative ones can have not only different but also similar motivation and very wide connotations. In
this case, the positive attitudes towards life protection can be emphasized because a positive attitude
can pertain to relatively negative motivation and negative connotations when an objective to protect
life is achieved through the individual egoistic-pragmatic targets and interests rather than through
the ethical-value-based principles. Therefore, in terms of the learners’ science (self) education, the
results of the conducted qualitative research seem to be rather weighty as they reflect the semantic
content of the schoolchildren’s attitudes towards life protection.
The respondents were provided questions related to life protection of the stereotypically
unfriendly evaluated animals, for example, an opened-type question what will you do if you see a
snake in the forest? or a half-closed question do you think snakes have to be killed? Along the
answers given in the rank scale, the learners were asked to make comments on their opinions. The
semantic content of the answers is presented in Tables 2 and 3. The categories and subcategories
are ranked on the basis of the frequency of the meaning expression.
Table 2.

The semantic content of the respondents’ behaviour in the forest having seen a snake (N/%).

Categories

Passive
self-defence

Subcategories*

N/%

Not to move, to wait until a snake moves away, to keep
staying calmly, not to spite a snake.

642/39.1

Not to do anything, simply to pass away; to stay aside and
not to pay attention; not to loose control, not to spite a snake;
not to show you are afraid of a snake.

380/23.2

Should be terribly frightened, afraid of a snake and shouldn’t now
how to act.

28/1.7

In most of the cases, the snakes are not dangerous in Lithuania;
you just need to keep away.

10/0.6

To pretend that you are dead

6/0.4

Should start praying.

3/0.2

1069/65.1
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Categories

Active
self-defence

Aggressive
behaviour

Interest in
gaining new
information

Subcategories*
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N/%

To run out of the forest as soon as possible or simply to run
forward; start shouting; to run as fast as you can; to run
making noises and screaming.

384/23.4

Should call for help (for example, the local nature protection
authorities); should tell the others; should call for emergency
service; a vet needs or a forester need to be found etc.

45/2.7

To climb a tree.

10/0.6

Stay at home if you are afraid; should walk into the other forest.

1/0.1

Should stuff into a bottle as it was shown on TV.

2/0.1

To grab and kill; to take a knife and chop up; to take a stake
and kill; to make shoes from leather; to fry on the fire; to eat;
to bite off the head, to boil and eat.

63/3.8

To urinate on the snake’s head (wisdom of the ancient Indians)

2/0.1

Should catch and start frightening the others

1/0.1

To poison (poisonous gas is an effective means)

1/0.1

To watch it; to try to identify; should be interesting to observe;
we should be lucky the snakes haven’t disappeared; should be
interesting to examine; to pat a snake; to inspect.

48/2.9

To carry back home.

15/0.9
In total

442/26.9

67/4.2

63/3.8

1641/100

* The respondents failed to answer or having no position were not ascribed to any of the categories

An assessment of the semantic content of the learners’ behaviour showing relationship with
a snake reveals that their consciousness records a danger to human life. A passive or active selfdefence predominates in the semantics of the respondents’ answers, and therefore a demand of
safety becomes a clear motive of behaviour. However, the most typical way of the schoolchildren’s
reaction is numbness, passiveness etc. Such reactions are usually determined by the emotions of
fear carrying reflectively programmed stasis as an initial form of defence. Nevertheless, the
content of the subcategories discloses certain elements of knowledge and information about how
to act in case you saw a snake. Some children answered that the snakes in Lithuania were not
dangerous if having an idea of how to behave in one or another case. Although the percentage of
similar answers is rather low (0.6%), the development of ecologic consciousness should follow
exactly this direction. Meanwhile, the mass media simply ‘drives in’ a danger caused by snakes and
very rarely show the peculiarities of their existence and functioning.
Table 2 indicates that running away, avoidance and call for help are usually characteristic of
an active self-defence as one fourth of the respondents agree on this issue.
Rather unusual ways of the schoolchildren’s behaviour with snakes become clear in categories
3 and 4. The semantics of these categories is diametrically opposing. If one part of the learners is
interested in gaining knowledge about a snake and is expressed by the positive connotations, the
other part is affected by the aggression of doubtful origin. Though only 4.2% of the survey
participants sounded aggressively in terms of snakes, however, a relative evaluation showed that
even from one to four hundred learners could do serious harm to nature. Hence, the children
stating aggressive intentions can be ascribed to the risk group that needs psychological and
pedagogical support.
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The semantic content of the respondents’ attitudes towards snake extermination (N/%).

Categories

Subcategories*

N/%

Snakes are also wanted; there are different kinds of snakes;
having exterminated snakes, harmony with nature will be broken;
ecologic balance can be disturbed; snakes are needful for the
forest eco-system.
468/28.9

Positive
utilitarianism

Controversial
emotional experience

Snake poison is necessary to produce medicine;
snakes help people to feel better.

618/38.1
Snakes in Lithuania are not poisonous; there aren’t many
snakes in Lithuania; they can quickly disappear.

56/3.4

They are interesting as make the Zoo attractive; interesting to
watch them; snakes are interesting and unique animals.

22/1.3

Snakes bring luck; they are disappearing; I’d like to have it
as a pet; they are peaceful animals.

14/0.9

Snakes did nothing wrong; they don’t make any troubles;
snakes are innocent; different species of animals
live in the world.

137/8.4

I’m afraid of snakes; I don’t like them; snakes are repellent
and repulsive; they cause harm to nature.

79/4.9

I’m afraid of snakes; snakes do nothing wrong if you don’t
touch them; they only bite if necessary.

79/4.9

Snakes are beautiful; they are nice.

56/3.4

Life wouldn’t be interesting without snakes; they have to live;
I feel pity about snakes; I see no reason to kill them.

45/2.8

Snakes don’t cause much harm; let them live; they want
to live as we do; they have a right to survive; snakes also
have home and family.
Ethical life evaluation

396/24.4

306/18.9

Don’t want to torture animals; extermination as well as
killing means the same.

20/1.2

They are created by God, and therefore cannot be killed.

18/1.1

Nature itself makes selection; we have no power to make
decisions of who must live or die.

6/0.4

Snakes are poisonous, and thus can be dangerous for people;
they can bite; they kill a lot of people; should be better not
to see them at all; they do harm to humankind.
Negative
utilitarianism

58/3.6

350/21.6

249/15.4

Should be no interest to play; ‘bints’ can be threatened.

4/0.2

Meat is delicious; superb food.

3/0.2

Snake’s skin is used for producing expensive brief-bags,
purses, wallets etc.

2/0.1
In total

255/15.9

1622/100

* The respondents failed to answer or having no position (9.2%) were not ascribed to any of the categories
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The respondents’ motivation for behaviour towards snakes differs from the semantic content
of their attitudes towards snake protection. A safety request expressed in the emotion of fair
predominates in behaviour while the semantics of the attitudes strongly stresses utilitarian content.
Two categories of the utilitarian meanings were distinguished. The meanings of positive
utilitarianism deal with snake protection, aimed at preserving harmony in nature, finding these
creatures useful, believing in their power to bring people luck or due to the spectacular view. The
category of negative utilitarianism includes totally egoistic objectives such as skin and meat are
useful, possibility of playing etc. Although positive rather than negative semantics of positive
utilitarianism of the schoolchildren’s attitudes towards snake protection is prevailing, however,
the expression of positivism is rather simple and general and can be interpreted as snakes can also
be useful to somebody. An interesting point is that the learners really have no idea of why snakes
are needed and what their purpose in the ecologic system and nature is. In this case, the assessment
of science education content is essential and can be changed if required.
Two more fundamental components - controversial emotions as well as ethical and implicit
life evaluation - stand out in the structure of the learners’ attitudes towards snake protection.
Having revised the subcategories of the component of the controversial emotions, the situations
facing fear mixed with regret and repulsion mingled with delight can be encountered. Almost one
fourth of the respondents’ answers felt into this category i.e. only semantics at emotional level is
predominating in the field of their individual consciousness. In terms of development, semantics at
emotional level alienates from the ethical-moral level that is based on emotions as well as on
rationality.
One fifth of the learners’ answers were ascribed to the ethical evaluation component of
snake protection. The answers’ semantics mainly reflects knowledge and perception that any
living creature has a right to live. However, in this case as well as in case of positive utilitarianism,
diffusion of the ethical meanings (even poorness) conveying only statements can be clearly noticed.
Therefore, science and ecology education should be clearly aimed at developing the ethical moral
meanings of life protection and respect for life.
In terms of education, the semantics of the schoolchildren’s attitudes towards frog dissection
is rather eloquent. In this case, only three notional categories have been defined. However, the
first predominating one should be relevant not only to the experts in the field of science education
but also to the teachers of others subjects, parents etc. The egoistic and sometimes even sadistic
emotions prevail in the semantics of almost a half of the surveyed learners’ answers about a frog’s
life. Thus, first of all, the children think not about a frog’s life or about torturing it but about their
unpleasant experience. It is supposed to be that such meanings are worked out by the egocentric
individual values based on western culture the dominant values in which are interest, power,
competitive ability etc. and where life as an unqualified value is ‘pushed back’ to the initial stages
of hierarchy.
Table 4.

The semantic content of the respondents’ attitudes towards a frog’s life protection (N/%).

Categories

Egoistic,
sadistic emotions

12

Subcategories*

N/%

Very repellent and disgusting; makes me want to vomit.

662/40.6

Should be creepy; looks terrible; makes me frightened.

54/3.3

Should be an attraction; should be a slaughter; makes
me interesting; torturing is an interesting occupation;
should be fun.

46/2.9

I’m afraid of blood; I can’t stand blood.

12/0.7

Don’t want to feel dirty; unhygienic.

4/0.2

778/47.7
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Subcategories*

N/%

Feel regret about animals; it’s cruel; frogs also want to live;
we can’t be killers; it’s mocking.

374/22.9

Don’t like it as it is repulsive; it’s abnormal; wouldn’t like
to behave in such a way; feels negative emotions.

133/8.2

Couldn’t chop a living animal; couldn’t kill; couldn’t do that.

92/5.6

Can disappear; frogs are useful animals; they are a
part of nature.

24/1.5

The majority shouldn’t contradict.

4/0.2

Should be interesting to find out more information (I want
to know how it looks like); will study medicine; shouldn’t be
boring to learn; needs to examine their structure; we’d better
master the new material.

203/12.4

Other ways are also possible; not necessary to act like that;
there are museums and books.

13/0.8

The biology course book is enough; see no need to do
that in order to learn.

11/0.7
In total

627/38.4

227/13.4

1605/100

* The respondents failed to answer or having no position (10.2%) were not ascribed to any of the categories

The examination of the subcategories of the cognitive interest contraversions reveals exotica
of the semantics of the schoolchildren’s attitudes. Even 12.4% of the respondents should sacrifice
a frog’s life due to gaining knowledge about the animal, and only a small part of the surveyed
participants agree that information can be acquired applying other techniques.
More positive semantics can be found in the category of ethical emotional opposition.
Nevertheless, the revision of the subcategories shows that they contain only a small part of ethical
expression. Consequently, the emotions that are not a solid basis of life protection are relatively
more noticeable.
Contrastive semantics in comparison with the attitudes towards a frog’s life is observed in the
case of life protection of the fur-bearing animals. The category of ethical emotional relation the
subcategories of which reflect outrage at life extermination, pleasure in loving animals and
responsibility expression is prevailing here. Nonetheless, the category of ethical emotional relation
lacks the semantics of the values meeting the morality standards. The semantic contrast between
frog and fur-bearing animals’ life protection can be interpreted indicating a different learners’
relationship with the following subjects of nature: in case of experimentation with frogs, the
learners have a proximate visual of egoistic (likely reflects reality) emotions whereas the
schoolchildren’s relation with the phenomenon of fur-bearing animals’ extermination is very distant
from their experience, Hence, the socially eligible semantics of the attitudes (inessentially reflecting
reality) stands out.
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The semantic content of the respondents’ attitudes towards fur-bearing animals
protection (N/%).

Categories

Subcategories*
It’s killing, hunting; we can’t afford to harm animals;
animal exploitation; it’s cruel; scorn for animals;
animals also want to survive; it’s massacre.

Ethical,
emotional relation

Negative
utilitarianism

Positive
utilitarianism

Maintaining
traditions

N/%

767/51.2

Animals are beautiful, killing those needs to be forbidden;
why to kill them.

14/1.0

This is an idea of the rich; a trivial thing; spoiled.

12/0.8

Prohibition won’t be effective; sense of responsibility
must be heightened.

2/0.1

Not to ban as it’s economically effective; what kind of
clothing will we wear; this is business; such a life; animals
are bred with a special purpose.

99/6.6

No, I like my fur coat; it’s in vogue and stylish;
warm and cute; elegant.

80/5.3

Let them smarten if they like as it’s nothing wrong; it’s cute;
all women want to be pretty; such women look sexual;
attractiveness requires victims.

74/4.9

This is a way of life (for example, people should
freeze in Siberia).

66/4.4

Cannot be killed; the number of animals should increase;
the number of animals is decreasing; they’re disappearing.

126/8.5

Must be forbidden; there are other ways of dressing
(for example, artificial, synthetic fur); fur imitations;
have their own fur; fur looks silly.

111/7.4

Must be banned as rare species are exterminated;
animals must be protected.

15/1.0

Cannot see anything wrong; have no negative impact on
nature; a normal way of life; animal fortune.

60/4.0

If banned, illegal business should grow; impossible to ban;
poaching should outspread.

54/3.6

People’s behaviour hasn’t changed since the ancient times;
a normal way of life; this is evolution of the world.

13/0.9

If banned, women would be more furious.

4/0.3
In total

795/53.1

319/21.3

252/16.8

131/8.7

1497/100

* The respondents failed to answer or having no position (16.2%) were not ascribed to any of the categories

The semantics of the attitudes towards a snake’s life as well as towards fur-bearing animals’
protection discloses the categories of positive and negative utilitarianism. Nevertheless, in this
case, unlike the attitudes towards snakes, the learners’ semantics more frequently faces negative
rather than positive utilitarianism.
An interesting point is that the attitudes towards the fur-bearing animals emphasize
maintaining traditions i.e. the category the major semantic element of which is a position that
people’s behaviour hasn’t changed since the ancient times. This category reflects the principles of
conventional morality and prevents from ignoring order, social standards etc. accepted by the
society. Therefore, in terms of life protection, the category discussing traditions should not be
ascribed to positive semantics.
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The problem of the rare, vanishing plants protection does not seem to be a burning question
to the schoolchildren and does not sufficiently relate to their experience because 24% (!) of those
have no position on the discussed issue.
Table 6.

The semantic content of the respondents’ attitudes towards the rare, vanishing plants
protection (N/%).

Categories

Subcategories*

N/%

Vanishing plants must be protected; what would happen if the
plants disappeared; it’s essential; we must protect what we have;
they are created to live; the plants are important for the
eco-system; absence of people creates a Paradise on Earth.
729/53.7

Antagonism of values

Prominence
of a human factor

Controversial
utilitarianism

The plants are beautiful; must be banned; there will be nothing
to admire for; beauty of nature is over human curiosity.

46/3.4

One day we’ll loose them, and that’s why I have some doubts;
you can’t protect yourself all the time; everything changes around. 34/2.5
I’m not responsible for what’s going on; too many various
kinds of plants; what’s the difference; not necessary to protect;
shouldn’t miss any of the vanished plants.

28/2.1

Depends on the plants; the new plants should grow,
nothing wrong will happen.

21/1.5

A man destroys everything and doesn’t care about that; a
man is like a pest; too much has been destroyed by a man;
humans only bring disasters; humans are cruel.

164/12.1

Lithuanians still have no idea of how to act in such places; i
mportance is irrelevant; not everyone realizes it’s a
vanishing species of plants.

43/3.2

Not everyone is wicked and destroys plants; some people
do not cause harm to nature.

30/2.2

Only righteous people not breaking or destroying nature
are allowed; depends on the people; no need to ban if
behaved in an acceptable way.

26/1.9

People don’t know which species of plants are under danger
and which are not; they don’t understand the importance
of the rare plants.

23/1.7

People want to know the unseen plants; it’s interesting;
people try to understand the world; why to protect if
you cannot see.

124/9.1

Nothing will change; will keep walking; it’s impossible;
forbidden fruit attracts.

39/2.8

Should be boring; where to spend free time; people want
to stay in nature; what’s more to do.

20/1.5

Earth is for humans and nobody has a right to impose a
ban; I go where I want.

15/1.1

There are some more beautiful places in nature; people
can move to another place.

9/0.7

The plants can be bred; when one species is under danger
of extinction, the other arrives; other ways of protection
are also possible.

6/0.4
In total

858/63.2

286/21.1

213/15.7

1357/100

* The respondents failed to answer or having no position (24%) were not ascribed to any of the categories
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The category of antagonism of values is predominating in the semantics of the surveyed
respondents. However, the content of the subcategories uncovers that a number of the learners
find the rare plants aesthetical and ethical while a small part of those agree that it the rare
plants is not the value to be preserved. One fifth of the schoolchildren believe that protection
crucially depends on people and their behaviour in nature (prominence of a human factor).
Most frequently unacceptable human behaviour and lack of knowledge about the ways of
protection of the vanishing plants are highlighted. A component of controversial utilitarianism
embracing two observed directions - positivism (to know, admire etc.) and negativism (to have
a rest, no to abridge human rights etc.) - become evident in the semantics of the attitudes
towards protection of the vanishing plants.
In conclusion, the emotional and utilitarian consumer-based component in particular are
clearly predominating in the semantics of the learners’ attitudes towards life protection,
whereas the ethical value-based component which is a purpose in the context of life protection
is rather weak and reveals a diffusive character. The obtained results suggest that the semantic
content of the schoolchildren’s attitudes is affected by their experience and a degree of
immediacy achieved in relation to the single subjects of nature. Thus, when developing and
designing the learners’ science (self) education systems and establishing the programmes for
fostering respect for life, C.Rogers (1994) ideas of successful learning should be properly
implemented. The epicentre of the concepts is awareness of a child’s experience carrying on
responsibility for personal feelings, actions and fulfilling a wish and objective to move forward.
In the context of respect for life development, N.Grendstad (1990) ideas seem to be extremely
valuable as they promote the learning process putting forward individual meanings and
relations towards environmental subjects, events and phenomena. None of the learners can
feel indifferent to nature and life if s/he personally discovers, ponders, experiences and accepts
these beliefs. However, such learning and educational support should start yet in the early
childhood.

Conclusions and Discussions
The undertaken research on the comprehensive school learners’ (forms from 5 to 12)
attitudes towards life protection has revealed the facts and tendencies relevant to the content
alteration of science education, to the organization and efficacy of the educational process
and to the development of the schoolchildren’s world outlook/environment perception.
Nonetheless, the results of research suggest a number of opened questions that require an
exhaustive theoretical and empirical decision.
1. The assessment of the differentiation of the learners’ attitudes towards life protection
in terms of the qualitative positivism-negativism shows that more than a half of the respondents
have expressed their positive attitudes towards life protection. 19% of the participants’
attitudes are neutral and 17% of those clearly indicate that they do not appreciate life and
are not tend to respect and protect it. The neutral and negative attitudes can be caused by
the schoolchildren’s internal factors of micro-environment as well as by the mass media and
social learning in general. However, these hypothetic versions can be examined conducting
additional empirical research.
2. A semantic assessment of the learners’ attitudes towards life protection indicates that
a general structure of the attitudes includes emotional, cognitive, utilitarian and ethicalvalue-based components, though in the schoolchildren’s semantic field, most frequently the
emotional and utilitarian components are predominating. Meanwhile, the ethical-value-based
components are rather weak and reveal a diffusive character. A presumption that semantics
having a utilitarian or consumer nature and a format of egoistic emotions or egoistic cognitive
interest is created by a western individualistic culture aimed at egocentric values can be
made. In the meantime, an objective of the educational impact is the development of the
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clearly discerned and highly experienced moral senses broadening individual experience in the
process of the learners’ interaction with animate nature.
3. Depending on the single subjects of nature as well as on the degree of immediacy of
the learners’ relation with these subjects, the specific semantic components or elements of
the schoolchildren’s attitude structure show up. The respondents’ position on protecting a
snake’s life is the most negative, and therefore the most important point is finding out the
methods and motivation of their behaviour if noticed a snake and the semantic content of the
attitudes towards a snakes’ life. The essential differences are typical of the semantics of
behaviour and attitudes. The self-defence reactions the basis of which is a need for fear
experience are prevailing in the participants’ behaviour. Meanwhile, the senses of the attitudes
towards protecting a snake’s life heighten either positive or negative utilitarianism. The
learners’ answers indicate that they do not understand a mission of the snake’s need and
functioning in the ecologic system. The ethical moral senses the basic element of which is
anyone’s right to survive are prevailing only in the fifth part of the respondents’ semantic
field. Hence, a purpose of the educational impact is broadening schoolchildren’s knowledge
and more intensive integration of the ethical values in the process of science education.
4. The contrastive semantics of the learners’ attitudes towards frogs and fur-bearing
animals’ life protection suggests that in case of a frog dissection, almost a half of the
respondents first of all think of unpleasant experience (a category of the egoistic sadistic
emotions) they can get rather than of life protection. The question on the fur-bearing animals
finds that almost a similar amount of the schoolchildren stress the semantics of the ethical
emotional relation expressed by outrage, intolerance and a wish to shoulder responsibility.
Such controversies of the semantic attitudes can be interpreted indicating the degree of
immediacy reached in relation with the single objects of nature. In order the ethical valuebased elements could be fixated in the semantics of the learners’ attitudes, teachers and
parents should concentrate on the development of socio/eco centred (ecology-based centrism)
values.
5. Research proves that a real situation is mainly opposing to the central ideological
positions defended by Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development and the national
documents. On the other hand, the educational reform taking place in Lithuania since 1990
has not produced any positive results dealing with the discussed question. Basically, the
anthropocentric attitudes of the young generation are predominating, though education policy
and practice have been focused on the development of the humanistic and eco-centric values.
The analysed situation creates more questions than answers, and thus only confirms the
necessity of conducting more detailed and extensive research in the field.
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Ðåçþìå

ÎÑÎÁÅÍÍÎÑÒÈ ÎÒÍÎØÅÍÈÉ Ó×ÀÙÈÕÑß 5-12
ÊËÀÑÑÎÂ Ê ÏÐÈÐÎÄÅ: ÑÅÌÀÍÒÈ×ÅÑÊÀß
ÑÒÐÓÊÒÓÐÀ ÓÑÒÀÍÎÂÎÊ Â ÀÑÏÅÊÒÅ ÑÎÕÐÀÍÅÍÈß
ÆÈÇÍÈ
Âèíöåíòàñ Ëàìàíàóñêàñ, Èðåíà Ãàéëåíå, Ðèòèñ Âèëêîíèñ
Òåîðåòè÷åñêèå è ïðàêòè÷åñêèå ôàêòû äîêàçûâàþò, ÷òî ÷åëîâå÷åñòâî âñå áîëåå è áîëåå
îáåñöåíèâàåò ñâîþ æèçíü ñòðåìÿñü ê äîñòèæåíèþ ëè÷íûõ öåëåé è ïîòðåáíîñòåé. Òàêèì îáðàçîì,
ãëàâíàÿ öåëü åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íîãî îáðàçîâàíèÿ (ñàìîîáðàçîâàíèÿ) ó÷àùèõñÿ ñîñòîèò â òîì, ÷òîáû
ñïîñîáñòâîâàòü ôîðìèðîâàíèþ óâàæåíèÿ (ïîëîæèòåëüíûõ îòíîøåíèé) ê ïðèðîäå è æèçíè.
Õîòÿ ïðîáëåìà ôîðìèðîâàíèÿ óâàæèòåëüíîãî îòíîøåíèÿ ê ïðèðîäå àêòóàëüíà, âçàèìîäåéñòâèå
øêîëüíèêîâ ñ ïðèðîäîé ïëîõî èññëåäîâàíî â Ëèòîâñêîé Ðåñïóáëèêå, à òàê æå è â äðóãèõ
åâðîïåéñêèõ ñòðàíàõ.
Îáúåêò èññëåäîâàíèÿ – îñîáåííîñòè îòíîøåíèé ó÷àùèõñÿ ê ïðèðîäå. Èññëåäîâàíèå
êîìïëåêñíîå. Öåëü äàííîãî ñóáèññëåäîâàíèÿ - ðàñêðûòü îòíîøåíèÿ ó÷àùèõñÿ ê çàùèòå æèçíè â
ïðîöåññå âçàèìîäåéñòâèÿ ñ ïðèðîäîé. Íåêîòîðûå ðåçóëüòàòû äàííîãî êîìïëåêñíîãî èññëåäîâàíèÿ
óæå îïóáëèêîâàíû ðàíüøå (Lamanauskas V., Vilkonis R. The Characteristics of the Learners‘ (Forms 5
to 12) Interaction with Nature: the Main Issues and Work Towards Producing Solutions in the Educational
Process. In.: (Eds) S.Yoong, M.Ismail, A N. Md. Zain, F.Salleh, F.S.Fook, L.Ch.Sam and M.Ng Lee
Yan. Science and Technology Education in the Service of Humankind (Proceedings of the XII IOSTE
Symposium, 30 July-4 August, 2006). Penang, Malaysia: Zillion Circle (M) Sdn.Bhd., 2006, p. 573-580.
/ISBN 983-2700-39-6).
Ñòàòüÿ ïðåäñòàâëÿåò àíàëèç ñåìàíòè÷åñêîé ñòðóêòóðû óñòàíîâîê ó÷àùèõñÿ â àñïåêòå ñîõðàíåíèÿ
æèçíè. Îñíîâíàÿ ìûñëü èññëåäîâàíèÿ çàêëþ÷àåòñÿ â òîì, ÷òîáû ïðè ïîìîùè ðàññìàòðèâàåìîé
ñòðóêòóðû ïðîãíîçèðîâàòü òå ôàêòîðû, êîòîðûå ìîãëè áû îïðåäåëÿòü îòíîøåíèÿ ó÷àùèõñÿ ê
ïðèðîäå è æèçíè íà îñíîâå ìîäåëè ýôôåêòèâíîé ñèñòåìû îáðàçîâàòåëüíîé ïîääåðæêè. Âñåãî â
äàííîì èññëåäîâàíèè ïðèíÿëè ó÷àñòèå 1787 ïîäðîñòêîâ.
Êîëè÷åñòâåííûé è êà÷åñòâåííûé àíàëèç ìàòåðèàëà èññëåäîâàíèÿ óêàçûâàåò íà òî, ÷òî áîëåå,
÷åì ïîëîâèíà ðåñïîíäåíòîâ (64% âñåõ îòâåòîâ) èìååò ïîëîæèòåëüíîå îòíîøåíèå ê çàùèòå/
ñîõðàíåíèþ îòäåëüíûõ âèäîâ ðàñòåíèé è æèâîòíûõ. Ìåíåå ÷åì ïîëîâèíà èç îïðîøåííûõ
ðåñïîíäåíòîâ âûðàçèëà íåéòðàëüíûå è îòðèöàòåëüíûå îòíîøåíèÿ (19% è 17% îòâåòîâ
ñîîòâåòñòâåííî).
Íåñìîòðÿ íà òî, ÷òî äîâîëüíî ìíîãî ó÷àùèõñÿ ïîääåðæèâàþò èäåþ î çàùèòå/ñîõðàíåíèè
æèçíè, ñåìàíòè÷åñêàÿ îöåíêà ñòðóêòóðû èõ îòíîøåíèé ïîêàçûâàåò, ÷òî óòèëèòàðíûå,
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ïðàãìàòè÷åñêèå è ýãîöåíòðè÷åñêèå êîìïîíåíòû óñòàíîâîê ñðåäè íèõ ïðåîáëàäàþò.
Âûðàæåíèå ýòè÷åñêèõ è öåííîñòíûõ êîìïîíåíòîâ îñòàåòñÿ ñëàáî âûðàæåííûì ÿâëåíèåì è
èìååò äèôôóçíûé õàðàêòåð. Îòíîøåíèå ó÷àùèõñÿ ê çàùèòå/ñîõðàíåíèþ æèçíè ïîëíû
ñåìàíòè÷åñêèõ ïðåîáðàçîâàíèé. Ïîëó÷åííûå ðåçóëüòàòû èññëåäîâàíèÿ ïðåäïîëàãàþò íåîáõîäèìîñòü
îáðàçîâàòåëüíîãî âìåøàòåëüñòâà.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íîå îáðàçîâàíèå, âçàèìîäåéñòâèå ñ ïðèðîäîé, óâàæåíèå
ê æèçíè, îòíîøåíèÿ, ñåìàíòè÷åñêèå êàòåãîðèè.
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